Northern Red Oak

Northern Red Oak has the tightest grain and most consistent warm color of the species. It’s neutral color allows for a variety of applied stains and styles to compliment any home. Northern Red Oak is one of the most popular hardwood flooring options for both home and office.
CLEAR
Minimum amount of discoloration and other marks. Little to no color variation allowed. Average board length is 39”.

SELECT & BETTER
Showing a slight degree of color variation compared to Clear Grade. Only pin knots and minimal mineral streaking allowed. Average board length is 39”.

#1 COMMON
Color variations, minor sound knots, mineral streaks and other character flaws permitted. Average board length is 33”.

#2 COMMON
Allows prominent natural color variation, various imperfections and obvious character marks. Open knots up to a dime size and through holes up to 1/4” wide are allowed. Average board length is 27”.

GLACIER
Character Grade flooring with long average length. All character flaws and imperfections are permitted. This flooring will have extensive color variation. Pencil width knots are allowed to go all the way through the board. Average board length is 48”.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
- Longer lengths than Appalachian and Southern material.
- Benchmark for durability.
- Ideal for residential and commercial applications.
- Northern Red Oak is 31% more stable than Southern Red Oak – Source NWFA.

MATERIAL WARRANTY
Aacer Flooring warrants that the products have been manufactured in compliance with the grading rules of Aacer Flooring, and will be free from manufacturing defects, which are limited to improper milling or improper drying only. Manufacturing defects do not include natural wood characteristics such as mineral streaks, knots, grain variations, and normal minor differences between color samples and the color of installed floors. These are normal characteristics and are not defects.